Healing Awareness Week
Supporting mental health through healing
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ABOUT

This pack is designed to help anyone- no
matter what their experience or

Healing Awareness Week is a chance for

knowledge of healing - to take part. They

people to come together to explore the

may join in by simply taking time out to

art of healing. It's a wonderful week of

tend to their own healing or to send

discovery, experiences, and sharing that

healing to Ukraine, or by organising a

raises awareness of the benefits of

get-together to support wellbeing in

healing, while bringing people together

their community and beyond.

to heal after the challenges of recent
years.
Healing practices are a fantastic way to
support and enhance mental well-being.
Knowing that others are taking part in
this week-long healing event can help
people feel a sense of connection, all the
more important for those experiencing
feelings of isolation.
We invite people from all walks of life to
join this mass healing event to generate
much-needed positive intention and
healing for people and planet.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN
BY HEALING?

WHAT ARE THE
BENEFITS?

Healing is the oldest and most natural form

People who have experienced healing

of non-invasive support for wellness of

often say they feel calmer and more

body and mind. Many people who have

relaxed. They are more in touch with their

received healing claim it to be a wonderful

needs and are able to face life's challenges

and life-changing experience.

from a calmer, more accepting space.

Often healing requires no more than a

Healing is a mindful practice which can

listening ear and a caring heart - whether

support mental health and emotional well-

by a person tuning into their own needs or

being. Regular participants report reduced

by someone facilitating that healing.

stress and improved feelings of well-being.

In an appointment with a professional

Such a restful state reduces tension in the

healer, healing energy is channelled from

body so can also lead to improved sleep

healer to patient; stimulating the client's

and pain relief. For these reasons, people

own facilities to self-heal. The healing

often report that healing supports

energy is not of the healer but is universal

recovery from ill-health and injury.

energy which exists in all things.
Anyone can draw on these universal
healing energies to support their own
wellness. Participants simply need to be
open to the healing experience.
We hope that Healing Awareness Week will
provide the opportunity for people to learn
how to benefit from healing.
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The soul always knows what to
do to heal itself...
the challenge is to silence the
mind.

Caroline Myss
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THE EVENT
During Healing Awareness Week, people

Others will want to be part of a slightly

come together from all walks of life to heal.

bigger collective experience and participate
in an Healing Awareness Week event - see

Some may do this through a personal

the UK Healers website for further details.

healing practice - perhaps using the
enclosed mandala template to focus their

Some will feel called to shine a healing light

intentions.

in their community by hosting their own
gathering at a suitable venue.

For others, they may simply sit with one or
more friends on an online call or in their

The resources in this pack are designed to

home. They might use the meditation on

help people to practice in whichever way

the UK Healers website, or choose another

they choose.

way to practice together.
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WHAT
I HOST AN EVENT?

The first priority is to organise a space and

After a period of quiet reflection, the

time to bring people together.

group take a moment to connect together
again through coffee and conversation

You may wish to ask participants to bring

before returning to their day.

their own refreshments or they could be
provided (perhaps on a donation basis).

Our hope is that people will feel lighter,
more connected, and at peace after taking

Once participants are settled and have had

part. Spreading this feeling throughout

a chance to say hello to one another, the

their day will magnify the healing from this

group move to a space to form the healing

event, thereby creating a ripple effect

circle.

which supports the health of all.

The meditation hosted on the UK Healers
website can be used to run the event, or
you may feel confident in guiding the
healing circle using the guidance at page 9.
The group will follow a meditation that
channels healing towards the participants
themselves, people in their community,
and those in need of healing globally. This
is an ideal opportunity to offer healing to
those in Ukraine.
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Mandalas have been used for centuries to

By creating a mandala with vibrant words we

aid self-exploration and relaxation. They

radiate healing energy. The following

are often used to quieten the mind, focus

template could therefore be annotated with

positive intentions or to get into a state of

healing affirmations as another way of

meditation and flow.

connecting with a healing practice. It could
also be re-created as a much larger template

Mandala is, in fact, the Sanskrit word for

to create a communal mandala.

'sacred circle' so using mandalas is an ideal
way to connect people with a meditative

Each person should choose a healing

practice in a healing circle. While

affirmation which resonates for them. The

traditional mandalas often use a complex

following are potential inspiration.

design prescribed by tradition, healing
mandalas are often a more intuitive,

Infinite Love, Healing and Light

spontaneous practice - allowing a person

Infinite Health, Vitality and Growth

to infuse their work with their own

Infinite Hope, Harmony and Gratitude

feelings and intentions, as shown here:
As a suggested practice:
use a pencil to draft the design
write an affirmation using a fine point
pen
start writing from the smallest, centremost circle
write the words as closely as possible to
each other in a clockwise direction
(counter-clockwise in languages read
from right to left)
progress from the centre to the outer
edge, being sure to finish on a complete
word.
Uk Healers | Website: www.ukhealers.info
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PREPARING THE
SPACE

als

INSTRUCTIONS

You may like to prepare the room by

You may wish to simply play the

lighting candles or incense.

meditation recording on the UK Healers
website. Alternatively, follow the

The experience is more effective if you

instructions on the following page to lead

take steps to avoid disruptions and

your healing practice.

distractions such as from devices and
phones.

Healing works on the principle that
energy follows thought so our intentions

Try to get everyday chatter out of the way

are what matters most. Do not feel you

first and enter the meditation space in a

need to follow the instructions rigidly -

calm and relaxed state. You may wish to

go with the flow and do what feels right

play some gentle background music.

for your practice.
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THE HEALING
MEDITATION

Expand the healing
Then expand the love from within, and
spread it to those you wish to send

Focus on the breath
Sit quietly in the peaceful space. Focus
on your breath for a moment -

healing to. This could be to those
experiencing suffering in Ukraine.
You may wish to read the Candle of

breathing deeply but without effort.

Hope poem at Appendix 1 as a way to

Take a breath in then on the outbreath, release all that is no longer for
you. Repeat this until you feel clear and

focus your healing and support for
Ukraine.

positive.
Breathe in LOVE. Breathe out PEACE.
Do this for a few minutes.
Bring your thoughts and attention
from your mind to your heart. Place
your hand on your heart and breathe
deeply.
Focus on your heart and feel the love

Gently reconnect to your space and body

grow.

When you feel ready to come back to
your day, pay gratitude to yourself and

Fill with joy, light and stillness
Affirm to your body that all is well and
imagine yourself in a joyful place and
time. Feel what it would feel like to be
there.

the group for the loving energy you
have experienced.
Breathe deeply and bring your thought
into the room.
Ensure you are present by rubbing

Imagine your body being filled with

your hands and knees, and stretching.

light and love from the Universe.
Take time to sit in stillness, love, light

Have a drink of water and smile.

and self-healing for 10-30 minutes.
Uk Healers | Website: www.ukhealers.info
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Silence is a great source of
power and healing.

Rachel Naomi
Remen

FAQ's
WHO ORGANISES
THESE EVENTS?

For those convening a larger a group, the

Organised healing events take place

The organiser may wish to advertise their

throughout healing awareness week - see

event - via social media, posters, flyers or

the UK Healers website for details.

local newsletters. An example poster is

host would organise a space to meditate.

included.
The healing events are open to all and
additional events can be organised by

On the day, refreshments would help

anyone who feels called to do so - no

people feel welcome. Participants could

experience is required.

pay for these via an honesty jar.

People can use their own home or

Lastly, hosts would need to consider how

workplace, gather in a friend's home, or

they wish to run the healing session - do

book a room in a public space such as a

they need a laptop or phone with speakers,

library, community centre or meet in a

and would they want people to be seated

park.

on chairs or blankets etc.?

WHAT WOULD I NEED
TO DO?
For many, they simply need to contact a
few friends and play the meditation,
preparing the space as on the instructions
at page 9.
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FAQ's
WHAT DO WE
CHARGE?

WHAT ABOUT COVID?

There should be no charge for the event

At time of writing, government restrictions

as the aim is that healing should be made

have eased and the mandatory

available to all.

requirements for event organisers have
been phased out.

However, donations towards UK Healers
would allow more people to access

However, participants may feel more

healing, especially to support mental

comfortable if hosts make provision for

health. 50% of all donations will go to help

social distancing and keep any indoor

those suffering in Ukraine.

venues well ventilated.

A suggested donation of £1 - more if you

For further guidance, see

are able - would make a significant

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-

impact. To pass on donations, visit the UK

safely-during-covid-19/events-and-

Healers website.

attractions.
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An online directory of healers who have

UK Healers is the one of the largest

met these standards is available on their

voluntary self-regulating body for

website.

Spiritual Healers, Energy Healers and
Energy Therapists in the UK.

To find out more about how healing with a
healing practitioner can support wellness,

It was formed in 1999 as a voluntary self-

visit the UK Healers website at

regulating body for Spiritual Healers in

www.ukhealers.info.

the UK with the aim of regulating and
maintaining the standards of professional
practice for healers, in order to protect
the public.
UK Healers run and assess training for
practitioners as part of a commitment to
promoting a healing service that considers
the whole person. They run events to
promote wellbeing, such as those set up
as part of Healing Awareness Week.
UK Healers has established a certification
framework and assessment process to
help members of the public to feel
reassured that they are choosing a
reputable healing practitioner.
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THE CANDLE OF HOPE
Four candles slowly burned
The ambiance was so soft one could almost hear them talking
The first candle said "I am Peace"
"The world is so full of anger and fighting that nobody can keep me
alight"
Then the candle of peace went out completely.
Then the second candle said "I am Faith"
"I am no longer indispensable. It does not make any sense that I stay
awake one moment longer."
Then a breeze softly blew out Faith's flame.
Sadly the third candle began to speak "I am Love"
"People don't understand my importance, So they put me aside. They
even forget to love nearest to them. I don't have the strength to stay
alight"
And waiting no longer the candle of Love went out.
A child entered the room where the candles were And saw that three
of the candles were unlit. "Why are you not burning?" said the child
"You are supposed to stay alight until the very end" And the child was
frightened and began to cry.
Then the fourth candle said "Don't be afraid. I am hope, And while I
am burning we can light the other candles"
With shining eyes the child took the candle of Hope
And lit the other candles.
The flame of Hope should never go out from your life,
And with Hope each of us can have a life With Peace, Faith and Love
Author unknown

Healing Awareness Week

Come along to find out more about
healing and to experience a healing
meditation.
Come as you are. Free to all. Donations
welcome.

being held at:
Date:
TIME:
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